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About This Game

May the best story win! Enter the medieval world of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales, where your journey, and the stories you tell,
will change history.

The Road to Canterbury is a 175,000-word interactive medieval adventure novel by Kate Heartfield, where your choices control
the story. It's entirely text-based--without graphics or sound effects--and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

London, 1375. The Black Prince of England is dying, and peace with France hangs in the balance.

You are a young pauper on a secret mission. Join a pilgrimage to Canterbury with the powerful noblewoman Philippa de Roet,
co-sister-in-law to the Black Prince, and Philippa's husband, Geoffrey Chaucer himself, the customs agent, spy, and occasional

poet. Your mission is to persuade Philippa to change the course of history.

You'll fight raiders and knights, aid or foil an assassin, fire up a peasants' revolt, and change your luck for the better or worse.
And of course, there's a storytelling contest with a big prize--one you intend to win.

 Play as male, female or non-binary, and as gay, straight, bi, asexual and/or aromantic

 Travel the ancient route of Watling Street from Southwark to Canterbury
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 Win a prize in the storytelling contest

 A quest, a joust, a trial by combat? All in a week's work

 Persuade an influential noblewoman to change her politics

 Find love with a knight, a squire, or a traveler from distant lands

 Become a knight, or the head of an abbey, or a powerful player in London's merchant guilds

 Solve the mystery that haunts your family

 Declare your loyalty to England or to France and determine the outcome of the Hundred Years' War

The Hundred Years' war is heating up: will you stoke the flames on the Road to Canterbury?
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Like it but needs some inprovment on the movement and ammo runs out quick. Looks cheesey until you actually play then
awesome graphics for VR. I am keeping it hoping it improves.. Pretty nice walking simulator with good adventure mechanics,
hope to see more interactive content and actual puzzles soon.. In spite of the flashy trailers, it's a pretty simple game. Hold space
to get the bar as close to full without going over and keep it there as long as possible, do it long enough and it will give you a
second bar. This makes it harder, but gives a lot more points. Meanwhile the game itself does basically every visual trick in the
book to try and make you fail. It's a psychadelic endurance test with a pretty good sense of humor. That might be worth $4 to
you, it was to me.

On that note; if you have epilipsy, PLEASE DO NOT BUY THIS GAME I AM SERIOUS.

On another note: In this game about not filling bars, there is an impossible achievement, preventing you from filling the
achievement bar. I thought that was clever, but at the time of this writing, there is a 22 page thread filled with people getting
impossibly angry at this. The dev themselves couldn't help but make light fun.
Maybe THAT is worth $4 to you.
It would be to me, but I already bought the game.. I played this game once when I was younger but it kinda didn't get me very
far. Recently I decided to pick it up again and I assume it could be quite an entertaining game if it weren't for all this crashing
and screen flickering (Windows 7). Plus the fact that most major items are literally indistinguishable from background visuals.
You may need a guide for even the earliest plot advances.

So... yeah, it's not really playable as is. Might work on something like Windows 2000 with everything on drive C: for safety
reasons. Not recommended anymore.. amazing MMORPG, one of the best I've ever played.

pour some liquor for my nibba Louisoix
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Great fun! I've been looking for a replacement to match the local play highlights of Micro Machines, Micro Maniacs and
Mashed and FINALLY something has come along to fit the bill.

While it's not a direct descendant, this is probably the closest game I've played to Mashed in a long time - but with all the
modern day extra you'd expect. Loads of mods to change up the races, plenty of maps, great weapons (all very similar to
Mashed, but again, tweaked perfectly).

I keep going back to Mashed because I was hugely disappointed by Mashed's follow-up Wrecked. This feels like the game that
Wrecked should have been - the core driving mechanics are perfect for this type of game, and the quick drop-in, drop-out
means any frustration is forgotten almost instantly.

My only con so far is: Where is everyone? :(. I don't know what y'all are ♥♥♥♥♥en bout! I beat this game in an hour and had a
♥♥♥♥ing blast doing it! It's all aboot the pro strats. A spooktacular game of mystery and evil perfect for halloween. Those new
to mystery games will find themselves hitting the hint button alot, though the game is friendly to new players since any puzzle
can be skipped or the hint button can be hit if stuck. Cant get lost because there is a map highlighting where an object of
importance is to continue the story.

The Hidden Object Puzzles can be very difficult, there are things that can be moved on screen in the puzzles, meaning you just
need to click everything to see what moves if there is an item behind it since there is no cursor change. Due to the games age
many objects are difficult to spot due to them being very small or the detail is so low they cant be clearly seen. During puzzles it
may ask to find a heart, or a knife, but there will be tons of hearts or knives meaning finding some arbitrary one. Other times
objects are just named wrong such as saying "darts" but there are none instead there is a dartboard you click instead.

There are not many full on Halloween games on steam so this is worth trick or treating it up.
Rating: 7\/10 Value: $2.99. Man this is bad. It's really bad.
It takes so long to load that I thought it had crashed. Then the game actually started but I got a "Runtime Error: 312"
Tried a second time. This time it loaded.
...I wish it hadn't.. Honestly, for the hours i have in this game, it's one of my absolute favorites! I love the amount of possibility
it has in, mods, physics, sandbox, etc. The devs have added enough to make everything you build unique! I wish I spent more of
my time playing this
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